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Although loops are extremely useful in most programming applications and necessary in many languages,

in the MATLAB W software they are frequently not necessary especially when dealing with vectors or

matrices.

1 Loops with Vectors and Matrices

• This is not necessary in MATLAB!!

2 Operations on Vectors and Matrices

• Numerical operations can be done on entire vectors or matrices.

• For a matrix, numerical operations can also be performed on every element.

• Ccalar operations:

Every element in a vector or matrix is multiplied ot divided by a scalar.

• Array operations:

Operations that are performed on vectors or matrices term by term, or element by element. This means

that the two arrays (vectors or matrices) must be the same size to begin with.

• Array operators:

Table 1: List of array operators in MATLAB.

Operator Meaning

.∧ exponentiation

.∗ multiplication

./ divided by

.\ divided of

3 Vectors and Matrices as Function Arguments

• An entire vector or matrix can be passed as an argument to a function; the function will be evaluated

on every element.
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• Vectors or matrices can be passed to user-defined functions as long as the operators used in the

function are correct.

4 Logical Vectors

• Logical vector: a vector consisting of all logical true or false values.

• Using the relational operator creates a logical vector.

• Logical indexing: logical vector is used to index into the original vector.

• true(r,c): return a true logical matrix of r rows and c columns.

• false(r,c): return a false logical matrix of r rows and c columns.

• any(matrixname): return logical true if any element in a vector is nonzero, and false if not.

• all(matrixname): return logical true only if all elements are nonzero.

• find(vectorname criteria): return the indices of a vector that meet given criteria. For matrices, the find

function will use linear indexing when returning the indices that meet the specified criteria.

• isequal(vector1,vector2): is useful in comparing vector1 and vector2.

Table 2: Logical operators for matrices in MATLAB.

Operator Meaning

| elementwise or for matrices

& elementwise and for matrices

Table 3: Operator Precedence Rules in MATLAB.

Operator Precedence

parantheses ( ) highest

transpose ’ and power ∧
negation − and not ∼
multiplication ∗ and division \ , /

addition + and substraction −
colon operator :

relational <, <=, >, >=, ==, ∼=

elementwise and &

elementwise or |
and &&

or ||

assignment = lowest
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5 Vectorizing Code

Vectorizing code means essentially rewriting code that has been written inefficiently, perhaps in another

language, to make use of the built-in functions and operations in MATLAB.

• To be able to vectorize code in MATLAB, there are several important features to keep in mind:

– Scalar and array operations.

– Logical vectors.

– Built-in functions.

– Preallocation of vectors.

• Functions worth repeating to emphasize their utility:

– sum and prod: Find the sum or product of every element in a vector, or column in a matrix.

– cumsum and cumprod: Return a vector or matrix of the cumulative (running) sums or products.

– min and max: Find the minimum value in a vector, or in every column of a matrix.

– any, all, find: Work with logical expressions.

– is functions such as isletter and isequal: return logical values.

– diff : returns the differences between consecutive elements in a vector.

– [x y] = meshgrid(initialx:terminalx,initialy:terminaly): receive as input arguments two vectors,

and returns as output arguments two matrices that can specify the x and y coordinates of points

in images, or can be used to calculate functions on two variables x and y.

6 Timing

• tic: essentially turns a timer on.

• toc: evaluate the timer and prints the result.

• When using timing functions such as tic and/or toc, be aware that other processes running in the

background (e.g., any web browser) will affect the speed of your code.
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